Dark adaptation-induced changes in rod, cone and intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cell (ipRGC) sensitivity differentially affect the pupil light response (PLR).
Our purpose was to explore pupil light response (PLR) with respect to the change in sensitivity of photoreceptors during various dark adaptation phases and to determine the optimal duration of dark adaptation time before the PLR. The PLR was recorded in 15 healthy subjects and three patients with neural or retinal vision loss after 1-sec blue and red light stimuli of 1, 10, and 100 cd/m(2). The PLR was repeated nine times at different checkpoints during the 40-minute dark adaptation. The transient contraction amplitude, sustained contraction amplitude, and relative sustained contraction ratio of the PLR were analyzed. The increase in the transient contraction amplitude during the entire dark adaptation process was significant (changing up to 45.1 %) in the initial phase of dark adaptation under different stimulus conditions. The changes in the sustained contraction amplitude and the relative sustained contraction ratio were substantial (changing up to 71.0 % and 37.2 % from 1 to 20 minutes of dark adaptation, respectively) under high-intensity blue illumination. The inflection point of the contraction curves in the dark adaptation was 15 or 20 minutes. The patients' PLR results changed in a similar manner. The changes in the sensitivity of different photoreceptors occurred at different rates, and the contraction amplitude of the PLR was significantly affected by the dark adaptation duration. So 20 minutes of dark adaptation before PLR testing was suggested to achieve a consistent and stable pupil response. The dark adaptation effect should be put into consideration when comparing the results from different phases of the PLR test.